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The volume titles and page counts give an initial idea of the scope and size of this
handbook, which consists of 93 chapters written by about 140 authors. Some of the
chapters give introductions to parts of the basic theory of the subject, but most of them
deal with practical topics: image formation and acquisition, representation and processing,
analysis and recovery, processing systems and software, and a wide variety of applications.
The accompanying CD contains the complete contents of the printed volumes, hyperlinked
in various ways; it also contains additional reference material, interactive software, code
examples, images, and references to sources on the Internet.
As the readers of this review certainly know, computer vision is concerned with
deriving information about the world from images. From a theoretical standpoint this is a
mathematically and computationally challenging problem, because the information in the
images is usually inadequate to determine what might be present in the scene. Much of the
academic research on computer vision has been motivated by these theoretical difficulties.
But the fact that researchers are still working on the field’s theoretical foundations has not
prevented those whose are more practically minded from developing working systems that
solve practical computer vision problems in many areas of application.
Some reviewers, rather than going into detail about the particular book they are
reviewing, use their review as a platform for a general discussion of the book’s field. This
reviewer has chosen to devote most of his space to a detailed description of the book itself,
supplemented with a few comments about what the existence of such a book implies about
the field.
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Any computer vision system has images as its input; in this handbook too, the
first volume deals with images and imaging sensors. The first group of chapters deals
with radiation, both electromagnetic and acoustic, and its interaction with matter; with
radiometry and image formation; and with natural and artificial illumination. The next
group deals with solid state image sensors (including chapters on high dynamic range
sensing, thin film sensors, and bolometers) and with color and multispectral sensing
methods. Following this is a group of chapters on two-dimensional imaging; they
deal specifically with fluorescence imaging, electron microscopy, ultrasound images,
underwater acoustic imaging, and multisensor imaging. The final section of the volume
deals with three-dimensional imaging; it begins with a chapter on geometric calibration of
imaging systems, followed by chapters on the principles and limitations of range sensing
(including systems based on triangulation, time of flight, and optical interferometry) and its
use in surface measurement, and concluding with chapters on three-dimensional (confocal)
microscopy and on magnetic resonance imaging.
The second volume includes many chapters on basic techniques of image processing
and analysis; the introduction to this volume also briefly discusses issues of computational
complexity and performance evaluation. The first group of chapters, under the heading
“Signal representation”, deal with continuous and discrete (i.e., digital) signals; the
Fourier domain; and multiresolution signal representations. The second group, entitled
“Elementary spatial processing”, contains chapters on local operations (“neighborhood
operators”, both linear and nonlinear), filter design (including steerable filters), local
averaging, interpolation, and geometric transformations (“image warping”). The third, and
largest, group deals with many important low- and intermediate-level vision techniques:
edge detection (“local structure”), scale selection, texture analysis, motion analysis
(including both flow-based and correspondence-based methods), nonlinear diffusion,
variational methods, stereopsis and stereomapping, reflectance-based shape recovery
(“shape from shading”), and depth from focus. (This reviewer would have arranged
these chapters somewhat differently. The absence of a chapter on segmentation is also
noteworthy, though the topic is of course treated in many of the existing chapters.) The
fourth and last group of chapters is entitled “Object analysis, classification, modeling,
visualization”; not surprisingly, it contains a broad assortment of topics: Morphological
operators; fuzzy image processing; neural net computing for image processing; graph
theoretical concepts for computer vision; shape reconstruction from volumetric data
(i.e., from serial sections); probabilistic modeling in computer vision; knowledge-based
interpretation of images; visualization of volume data; and databases (for microscope
image data). (Again, this reviewer would have put some of these chapters in other parts
of the volume, or in other volumes.)
The third volume has the most chapters, though it is a bit shorter than the second
volume. The introduction to the volume includes a brief comparison of human and machine
vision and a classification of computer vision tasks. There follow three groups of chapters,
dealing respectively with computer vision systems architecture; industrial and technical
applications; and scientific applications. The chapters in the first group actually cover
a broad range of topics: field programmable gate array image processing; multimedia
architectures (actually dealing with SIMD signal processing); (customizable) medical
image processing systems; software engineering for image processing and analysis;
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reusable software in computer vision; application-oriented (empirical) assessment of
computer vision algorithms; a hybrid neuro-AI architecture (applied to object recognition);
active vision systems (and their advantages over the Marr paradigm); and a chapter entitled
“The global algebra frame of the perception-action cycle”, which introduces the use of
Clifford (“geometric”) algebra in the design of behavior-based systems. These last three
chapters should be of particular interest to readers of this journal.
Most of the third volume is devoted to 31 application-oriented chapters; here are their
titles: Market and future needs of industrial imaging; applications of morphological op-
erators; industrial object recognition; character recognition in industrial production; mo-
tion tracking; 3-D image metrology for industrial production; reverse engineering using
optical range sensors; topographical maps and microstructures; processing of digital (ter-
rain) elevation maps; 3-D modeling of objects from image sequences; three-dimensional
fast full-body scanning; 3-D model-driven person detection; single-perspective 3-D object
recognition; flexible models of human faces; knowledge-based image retrieval; a tactile
vision-substitution system; the neural active vision system NAVIS; dynamic vision for per-
ception and control of motion. (Some of these chapters seem to be much less application-
oriented than others, and should perhaps have been put in earlier volumes.) Finally, the
“scientific applications”: Size distribution of small particles; fluorescence imaging of air–
water gas exchange; particle-tracking velocimetry; analyzing particle movements at soil
interfaces; plant-leaf growth; mathematical modeling of Ca2+-fluorescence images; ther-
mography for small-scale air–sea interaction; thermography to measure water relations of
plant leaves; retrieval of atmospheric trace gas concentrations; tracking “fuzzy” storms in
Doppler radar images; detection of dendritic spine synapses; spectral precision distance
confocal microscopy; and three-dimensional analysis of genome topology. Most of these
topics are surely of no interest to readers of this journal, but they can serve to illustrate the
range of areas in which “computer vision” (i.e., image processing and analysis) techniques
have been applied.
As this somewhat detailed summary indicates, only a few of the chapters in this 2500-
page handbook deal with theoretical aspects of computer vision. Some of them deal with
the physics of imaging and with basic techniques used in computer vision systems, and
others deal with implementational aspects (sensors, processors), but the largest group of
chapters deals with applications. These applications themselves are of little interest to
today’s computer vision researchers, but they serve to illustrate how the ideas developed by
earlier generations of researchers have found innumerable uses. We may still be far from
solving the theoretical problems of computer vision, but the methods that we developed
while working on these problems have become useful in many fields.
